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View from the Tree Tops  

What’s your treeful New Year’s Resolution? 
 

I looked back to the Jan. 2022 BOB! newsletter to recall my goals. Alas, I didn’t 
achieve as much as I hoped. But I must keep trying. So, here’s my list for 2023: 
  

1. Read at least 2 tree books, The Nature of Oaks by Douglas Tallamy, And the Hid-
den Life of Trees by Peter Wohlleben. I’ll let you know what I learn. 

2. Prune the suckers off all the trees along my commuting route in Burlington. 
 

Hopefully I will do better this year!  What about you? Do you set goals for your tree 
work? 
 

With lots of time on our hands in February, now is a good time to chart the course for 
what you want to do for your trees and garden during the upcoming growing season. 
The trees around you need your support. That’s why the Vermont Flower Show 
comes at a perfect time. https://vnlavt.org/vermont-flower-show/  It offers many great 
opportunities to learn. Our very own city arborist, V.J. Comai will be presenting this 
year on Saturday, 4:30-5:30 pm. His talk “Helping Backyard Trees & Local Forests 
Thrive” will guide you through the intricacies of caring for your trees. Remember that 
your backyard trees contribute significantly to our urban forest canopy and combating 
climate change. I estimate that for every one tree that is planted in the greenbelt in 
front of a house, there are 10 trees planted on private yards. The more you do to help 
them thrive the better! 

 

And, Ethan Tapper, Chittenden Co. Forester, VT. Dept. of Forests, Parks & Recrea-
tion (see his article later in this issue), will be speaking about “Reimaging Forests” at 
noon on Friday. As he put it “You’ve got to get excited about messiness”. I can relate 
to that. My garden has become one of those landscapes to encourage pollinators and 
other friends. If only I could discourage the squirrels that steal all my peaches! 
 

But these are only a couple of the many fascinating lectures you can take in. There’s 
something for everyone.   
 

Margaret Skinner, President (mskinner@uvm.edu) 
 

Do you live in Burlington and 

want a tree planted in the green-

belt in front of your house?  

Now is the time when V.J. Comai, Bur-

lington’s city arborist, plans where to 

plant trees along our streets this spring. 

If you think there is a space for a tree in 

the green belt near your home, contact 

V.J. at: 

vcomai@burlingtonvt.gov and he will 

check out the site.  

What’s Up? 
BOB! 

MONTHLY MEETING 
 

Tuesday, February 28, 
6:00-8:00 pm: Held at the 
North Star Leasing office, 
747 Pine St., Burlington, en-
trance is on Sears Lane; sec-
ond right into parking lot. 
Contact Margaret at mskin-
ner@uvm.edu for details. We 
will also offer an online op-
tion for those who can’t 
make it in person. ALL ARE 
WELCOME! Pizza and soft 
drinks will be served. 
 

VT Flower Show 
 

March 3-5: Champlain Val-
ley Expo, Essex Jct. Learn all 
about it and buy your tickets 
here: 

https://vnlavt.org/ver-
mont-flower-show/  

Where have all my song birds gone?  

A friend in Hinesburg usually has an abundance of 

song birds eagerly chowing down at her feeder. Their 

chirping is deafening! Recently, she noticed that they 

had all but disappeared and her yard was silent. Then 

she noticed a big bird lingering beside the fully stocked 

bird feeder. It appeared that a bird of prey, perhaps 

the red-tailed hawk, had figured this was a perfect 

perch to stalk some poor, unsuspecting Tweetie Pie. 

Can you see it blended into the scenery on the picture 

to the right? We love seeing the resurgence of birds of 

prey after DDT was banned, but there are down sides 

too. It’s a bird-eat-bird world out there! 
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The Ice Storm of 1998! 

An interview with Warren Spinner, BOB! 

board member and former Burlington Arborist  

For many of us, the Ice Storm of 1998 left a lasting image of devastation that made Burlington look like a war zone. It is hard to be-

lieve that a quarter of a century has passed since then. These days it seems like there are weather-related disasters all over the country 

and globe that surpass our 1998 Ice Storm. Until then Vermont had always been fairly immune to weather disasters. We could handle 

a couple of feet of snow, and tornados and hurricanes were rare. This ice storm reminded us that no one is completely safe, and you 

must be ready. Warren Spinner was the city arborist back then, and shared some of his memories of the event which he described as 

“the most overwhelming and devastating experience in my professional career!”   

When did you know this storm was really serious? The weather reports predicted icing, but we didn’t know how bad it was going 

to be. We had plans in place to deal with the storm and placed several employees on call if needed. I was contacted by Burlington 

Police dispatch early that morning stating there were several tree branches down and Riverside Ave. was impassable near Salmon Hole 

Park. I then called our employees and had no idea that I was about to see the worst tree devastation I would ever experience.  

You lived in Essex. How’d you get in? As I approached Burlington, it was like driving into a thunder storm; with flashes of light all 

over the city that looked like lightning. It was actually tree branches hitting the primary electric wires causing them to short out. The 

ice-covered branches glistened as my headlights reflected off them.  

What do you remember most about the storm? The sound of branches breaking. First you could hear a branch crack, then a little 

while later it would break. That was a crash sounding like a huge pane of glass shattering on the floor. It was a very eerie sound. For-

tunately, there was little to no wind or else damage would have been a lot worse!  

This surely wasn’t Burlington’s first ice storm. What made this one worse than others? It is all about the weather conditions 

and how much ice accumulated on the branches. The rule of thumb is that branches start to break when there’s a buildup of 0.25 

inches of ice or more. When ice buildup is 0.50 inches, it is devastating. We were halfway between that in much of the city.  There was 

a temperature inversion. The upper atmosphere was above freezing, so precipitation fell as rain, but at ground level it was cold, so the 

rain turned to ice on the trees and other surfaces. It was like an ice rink! 

A street in Burlington.  

What parts of the city were damaged most in terms of the trees? Icing was not equal throughout the city. There was less ice and 

tree damage closer to the lake. As you went up in elevation, there was more ice buildup. The temperature is often 2-3 degrees (F) 

lower on South Prospect than on Pine Street. The Hill Section sustained heavy damage. Several tree on Summit Street, Mansfield 

Ave., North and South Prospect Streets were really damaged to name a few. And all around the hospital on Colchester Ave.   

Given how widespread the damage was, how did you decide where to begin with the clean up? Everywhere you turned there 

was damage. There was an Emergency Management Plan for Burlington that identifies the priorities in these cases. The first priority 

was to keep the roads to the hospital clear and to ensure the hospital has power. The hospital has multiple power line feeds, for 

these kinds of emergencies, but we had to work to make sure they were all working. The second priority was to keep other main 

road arteries open, like Main Street, Riverside Avenue, Colchester Ave., North Ave., Pine Street and Shelburne Road.  

 

How many staff did you have to help? At that time, we had only two people on the 

tree crew: me and an Arborist Technician. For the storm we also called upon the assis-

tance of eight Parks maintenance staff.  Keep in mind that the branches were coated 

with a thick layer of ice, so they were much heavier then without ice. I realized there 

was no way I could do this without heavy equipment, so we enlisted help from the 

Public Works Dept. to clear the streets.  

Was it dangerous?  The crew started to clean up trees that had fallen into Riverside 

Ave. Branches were falling all around us and it became too dangerous to continue 

working there, I had to say to the crew, “Pick up your tools; we need to leave NOW.” 

I couldn’t risk the lives of these people.  

Next month we will learn about the long-lasting impacts of the storm, both good and bad. 

UVM Green 

after the storm. 



 

   

Some examples from Burlington. 

Trees vs. Humans 

It’s a heartless person who doesn’t feel a pang of sadness to see a tree come down — 

whether it’s snuffed by lightning, floodwater, parasite or chainsaw. That said, most hu-

mans — myself included — routinely endorse treecutting. Don’t tell me we’re not a 

complicated species. 

For most of us, a tree’s death takes place out of sight, at arm’s length and out of mind. 

Witnessed up-close, my scruples are more likely to rear up. I smell sawdust and heart-

wood. I hear lignin ripping in the chipper. Homo sapiens are indeed a brutal species, I 

think to myself. We cut so many other lives short.      

Yet I tolerate the weeding and harvesting of crops; the culling and slaughter of live-

stock. And “fixing” cats and putting down an ailing dog. 

Hypocrisy makes me feel uncomfortable. Nonetheless, I’ll proceed with my confession: 

I find trees to be noble, grand and even sacred. I believe that most cultures, including 

our own, possess threads of a deeply considerate relationship with trees. I also can’t 

help but notice that trees have always possessed something like a market value. A prime 

example: early European settlers in Vermont “cleared” trees from vast tracts of land. 

They had their reasons. 

Who among us, they might have asked, would turn down what is advertised as an end-

less bounty of timber? 

And, after that first flush of prosperity (I’m thinking wholesale quantities of hardwood 

tool handles and ship masts, as well as warmer and more solid homes) — who wouldn’t 

fail to notice that the Champlain Valley, newly shorn of trees, yielded decent crops of 

hay and corn? Livestock grazing, too. 

Entrepreneurial bonanzas continue to shape the world to our liking. I suspect we’re just 

doing what every other organism on the planet is wired to do: When given the oppor-

tunity, we flirt with unbridled growth until we’re thwarted. The Anthropocene can very 

quickly get depressing.  

So instead, let’s look at the mundane ways we manage trees. “Managing” might arguably 

be understood as a euphemism for killing. But I also find that the word dials down the 

ethical voltage of a conversation. It keeps me more honest and practical. 

For instance: It’s cheaper and safer for humans to cut down a dying or doomed tree, 

than to wait until it falls apart on a car or home or an unlucky bystander. We’re looking 

at you, Fraxinus (Ash). Similarly, lots of big-hearted folks manage (mow down) Norway 

maple, Acer platanoides. I’m cool with that. Norway maple is a non-native bully that often 

diminishes a forest’s biodiversity. So, we manage, and muddle on. It might be useful to 

ponder how trees might manage us. Some other time, maybe. 

Meanwhile, in closing, I’d like a show of hands: 

Who is in favor of leaving street trees unpruned around overhead wires, risking cuts to 

power and internet? Or whacking a tree when its roots clog a sewer pipe? How about 

lopping off tree branches (or entire trees) that obstruct a broader vista from the deck? 

Hmmm. And who among us has girdled a grove of Ailanthus altissima (Tree of Heaven) 

that cast fatal shade on a proposed community garden in Brooklyn? (I confess to the 

misdeed. It happened a long time ago.) 

Please notice that our straw poll — this time around — solicits votes only from hu-

mans. 

 

A Quiet Rave 
From Joel Baird, Burlington, VT 

In a tussle between tree and fence, this 

fence prevailed, with human help. 

City tree crew clear branches away 

from power lines on So. Union St. 

A Christmas tree, 

having served its 

seasonal purpose, 

awaits pickup. 

This many-stemmed yew paid for its 
proximity to a dwelling under recon-
struction. 



 

   

Our Urban Forest Revisited 

Richard W. Moore 

I am a photographic printmaker. One day early in 2020 I was 

wandering in the woods and picked up a piece of birch bark. I 

wondered if I could run a piece of bark through my inkjet 

printer.  Over time, I learned how. 

I’ve always been fond of birch (Betula spp.), a friendly tree, 

great for wildlife all winter and useful for making all kinds of 

things. It’s a pioneer, quickly filling in after a fire, and soon dy-

ing back to let other species grow. And it is beautiful, especially 

as it ages and returns to the earth. As a print medium it resists 

the ink, softening the image, transforming the crisp photo-

graphic image. The gradual decomposition of the bark is an ac-

knowledgment of vulnerability and change; human structures 

seem to grow older, and the bark continues to peel and curl. 

Note: No trees or live bark was used to create these artworks. I 

only use bark from dead trees scavenged in the forest. 

Smalley Park, Burlington, VT  

7Days recently reviewed Richard’s one-man show titled “Urban Revi-

sion” at The Front (6 Barre St., Montpelier, VT). 

https://www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/photographer-richard-

moore-transforms-city-scenes-with-birch-bark/Content?oid=37341658  

Not only is he a very creative artist, he also had a career in wildlife con-

servation, which may offer opportunities to share his knowledge of 

that realm with us in the future. Richard moved to Burlington in 2020. 

Who knew we had such a treasure in our midst! How lucky can we be. 

To learn more about Richard go to: http://richardmoorephotog-

raphy.com    Cottonwood and Community Center 

End of the Alley 

https://www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/photographer-richard-moore-transforms-city-scenes-with-birch-bark/Content?oid=37341658
https://www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/photographer-richard-moore-transforms-city-scenes-with-birch-bark/Content?oid=37341658
http://richardmoorephotography.com/
http://richardmoorephotography.com/


 

 

 

  

A recent study by researchers from the University of Maine (detailed in the New York Times) examined animal personality by look-

ing at synzoochory, the dispersal of seeds by seed-caching animals. Synzoochory is thought to be a mutualistic (mutually-beneficial) 

relationship between trees and the animals which cache their seeds. This study found that some deer mice and red-backed voles 

were more mutualistic – more likely to spread and cache viable acorns – while others were more antagonistic – more likely to con-

sume acorns or to cache them in places where they would be unable to sprout.  

Research into animal personality has given rise to another fascinating concept: the keystone individual. Many of us are aware of the 

idea of a keystone species – a species, like beaver, whose behavior supports an array of habitats and natural processes. A keystone 

individual is a single animal whose behavior is disproportionately valuable to the ecosystem that it inhabits, to other species, or to 

groups of their own species. For instance, the mice and voles which were more likely to cache viable acorns could be called keystone 

individuals because they distributed and planted oaks across the forest, thus serving an invaluable ecological role. In social animals 

from birds to fish to spiders, keystone individuals have also been observed to change the personality and the behavior of colonies, 

flocks and schools of their own species. 

While some animal personality traits may seem to be “better” than others, it is suspected that a behavioral diversity exists because 

different personality traits are beneficial at different times and in different situations, and because there are trade-offs associated with 

different traits. For example, a bolder deer may be more successful at eating backyard apples – a highly-valuable food resource – but 

more likely to be killed by a hunter. A shyer deer may be better at avoiding predators but less successful at mating and foraging at 

times when boldness is necessary. 

Biodiversity is key to forest resilience and adaptability, providing different pathways forward as ecosystems and species face both the 

harmful legacies of the past and an uncertain future. Researchers now suggest that behavioral diversity is important for the same 

reason: that a diversity of personalities affords a species more ways to respond to a changed and changing world. 

In our relatively young and simple forests, we have skewed animal personalities towards certain traits which are adaptive under these 

conditions. To encourage behavioral diversity, we need to invoke many of the same practices that we also use for a variety of other 

objectives: from providing habitat for declining songbirds to improving the climate resilience of our forests. Managing forests to be 

more diverse and complex, with different species of trees, different sizes and ages of trees, some big old trees and lots of dead wood 

on the forest floor will help encourage a diversity of animal personalities.   

We also need to encourage landscape-level diversity: a landscape which is a connected mosaic of forests of different ages and in dif-

ferent stages of development and which are managed in different ways. Managing for habitats which may be underrepresented 

across our landscape – such as early successional forest – is important, as is encouraging some areas of unmanaged forest. 

Animal personality is yet another example of the many intricacies of forest communities, and another testament to the importance 

of managing them thoughtfully. As is the case with so many things, diversity is crucial both for protecting what we have and for 

moving into the future.  

See what Ethan’s up to, check out his YouTube channel or read his articles at https://linktr.ee/ChittendenCountyForester  

 

By Ethan Tapper, Chittenden County Forester 

VT Dept. of Forests, Parks & Recreation 
 

Each of Vermont’s tens of thousands of native species fills an ecological niche, in-

fluencing its environment and the species around it in different ways. While an im-

portant component of managing for healthy, biologically-diverse forests includes 

managing for species diversity (different species of wildlife, trees, and plants), 

there are also differences in behavior between individuals of the same species.  

The emergent study of intraspecific behavioral variation – also known as animal 

personality – has illuminated the behavioral diversity within individual species. 

Studies of animal personality focus largely on five traits: boldness/shyness, aggres-

siveness, activity, exploratory behavior and sociability. Across a growing body of 

scientific literature, species from birds and grizzly bears to worms and salaman-

ders exhibit a range of personalities which influence the way that they forage, re-

produce, rear their young, and more.  

Animal Personality 

One of the native species, Sciurus carolinensis, we 

love to hate in Burlington! Photo by D. Michaelides. 

https://linktr.ee/ChittendenCountyForester


 

 

 

  

The BOB! Mission: We are a group of volunteers who help plant and care for Burlington’s trees. Our goal is to promote a city 

graced with a variety of beautiful, healthy trees, and a community involved with forever expanding and preserving our urban forest. 

Produced by:  The Volunteers of Branch Out Burlington!  
with support from our friends in the Burlington Dept. of Parks, Recreation & Waterfront 

Copyright © 2023 Branch Out Burlington! 

Profiles of Courage & Beauty  

Tom Roland, BOB! Vice President  
 

American Elm: Part II 

Scientific name: Ulmus americana  

Without a doubt, the American elm is high on the nostalgia rating for most missed trees in our 
urban landscape. In the January BOB! newsletter we describe this magnificent species and how it 
graced the urban landscape 80 years ago before it was decimated by Dutch Elm Disease (DED). 
For those interested in seeing a mature and healthy specimen, look no further than the Kwiniaska 
golf course in Shelburne, VT. Yes, stately elms do exist and can be found in several states.  
 

The natural history of DED is a story told many times over in the annals of plant pathology. A 
parasite, in this case a fungus (Ophiostoma ulmi), carried by the elm bark beetle vector, destroyed 
millions of trees throughout Europe and then North America. This fungal disease was first recog-
nized in continental Europe ~1910, and was quickly found in almost every European country. 
The fungus was isolated in the Netherlands by Bea Schwarz, a pioneering phytopathologist. By 
1930 her research led to further discoveries. Experimental infections of elm seedlings resulted in 
selection of more resistant trees and ultimately the development of resistant cultivars. 
 

By 1928, the US recognized DED in New York. Carried by beetles in log shipments, US authori-
ties acted quickly to try to contain the disease within 150 miles of New York City and were some-
what successful until 1941. Spreading quickly to New England, the fungus destroyed famous ma-
ture elms in places like New Haven, CT, then known as “Elm City”. The disease continued its 
western march, reaching Detroit in 1950, Chicago in 1960, and Minneapolis by 1970. Of the esti-
mated 77 million elm trees in North America in 1930, 75% were gone by 1989. 
 

Elm bark beetle is the common name for several species that spread the fungus. Hylurgopinus ru-
fipes is native to North America. Scolytus multistriatus is native to Europe and Scolytus schevyrevi is na-
tive to Asia. The disease can also spread via root grafts in adjacent trees. All native elm species are 
susceptible, with Asian elm species showing less susceptibility.  First, leaves wilt then turn yellow 
and drop prematurely. Dead branches may appear on a portion of large trees. While a tree may die 
over several years, branch by branch, some die rapidly within weeks. Testing may be necessary to 
differentiate from other elm diseases. 
 

 

Jefferson elm on the Capitol Mall. 

Elm bark beetle galleries. 

Native elm bark beetle (~0.1 in long).  

The elm at Kwiniaska Golf Club. 

The planting of disease-resistant American elms here began over 20 years ago. After the re-
moval of a large diseased elm at the top of College Street, four ‘Princeton’ elms were planted 
on the UVM Green. These new cultivars reflected years of research, and the search for na-
tive trees with genetic resistance against DED. One such tree, the ‘Jefferson’ elm, was se-
lected from a tree still standing today on the Washington mall. It was planted there in 1930. 
In the trade, ‘Jefferson’ has been mixed with ‘Princeton’. Testing well for DED tolerance, it 
grows 70 ft tall and 60 ft wide. Other important cultivars include ‘New Harmony’, ‘Lewis 
and Clark’, and the vigorous ‘Valley Forge’, which has the best test record of DED tolerance 
of all the cultivars.  
 

Will we see those stately, elm-lined streets in America again? To quote Warren Spinner, for-
mer Burlington city arborist and BOB! Board member, “Trees are living things – ice storms, 
wind storms, and droughts change the course of their lives. It will take about 40 years for 
new trees to make that canopy again. It’s a matter of patience.” 
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